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To help the session go well:
* Please mute your microphones unless you want to speak.
* If you have a question or comment

* Please turn on your microphone and interrupt at an appropriate moment
* When I invite questions, please use your microphone, but not everyone at the 

same time, please!
* You can also try sending a chat, but I do not always see them!

* A pdf version of this presentation will be available afterwards.
* The session may be recorded and posted….

* As always, the Club are offering prizes for any observers spotting mistakes!

Introduction
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* Changes to the RRS for 2021-24 – highlights only
* Pre-start/start luffing on the line.
* The status of anchor lines
* Prada Cup Final – 2 incidents

* I will not start a new topic after 1930 – is that OK?

Topics for Today
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Changes to Definitions

* Start and Finish – now hull only, not equipment and crew.
* World Sailing Q&A is approved and ready for publication. Hull excludes bowsprits and rudders, but includes wings 

and wing extensions, unless class rules state otherwise.

* Sailing the Course – much of old rule 28 moved to definition, to permit a number of rules to 
use it (28, 32.1, 35, 61, 90.3).

* Mark – now includes only an object ‘intentionally attached to it’. It will beg the question ‘How 
does a boat know if it was intentionally attached, or not?’

* Obstruction – may now be an area or line, as well as the existing ‘object’.
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Race Signals

* ‘Class flags’ may now be ‘fleet’, ‘event’ or ‘race area’ flags. This simplifies SIs that need these 
signals.

* Flag V – coupled with new rule 37. Monitor safety channel. There is no mandatory use of this 
signal, but it is common around the world and no longer needs an SI.

* Orange flag now at the end of the starting line – as it probably is anyway.

* Blue flag now at the end of the finishing line and not just on the race committee boat at the 
finish. 
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Part 4 – Other Requirements While Racing

* Rule 43 Exoneration. Has put rules 14(b), 21 and 64.1(a) into one place. Now clear that the rule 
exonerates a boat, not the protest committee (who now just apply the rule when needed).

* Rule 48.2 Limitations on equipment and crew. 
* Resolves the issue of the crew in the water and a capsized boat crossing the finishing line (or makes 

any progress in the race). Now, as the crew have not resumed sailing the boat to the next mark, they 
do not have to be back in contact and they have not broken a rule. The boat has finished when any 
part of the hull crossed the finishing line. 

* Rule 50.1(b) Trapeze harness weight. Has reverted to 2017-20 limits. 2 kg unless class rules 
increase to up to 4 kg. (This has been changed since the publication of RYA RRS 2021-24)
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Part 5 – Protests, Redress, Hearings, Misconduct, Appeals

* Rule 64.6 Discretionary Penalties. A boat knowing they broke a rule subject to DP, may apply 
for a penalty, which would be lower than if convicted in a hearing. No longer required by 
Sportsmanship to retire.

* There will be updated forms for requesting a hearing or other action by the protest 
committee (was known as the Protest Form), and for protest committee decisions.
* These will be available as Word and PDF documents from World Sailing.
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* Moving to on the water situations

Any questions?
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RRS 2021-24 Focus on Part 2 – When Boats Meet
Structure

Proper CourseGive RoomKeep Clear Avoid/Interfere
(if possible)

10 - Port/Starboard
11 - Windward/Leeward
12 - Astern/Ahead
13 - Tacking

19.2(c) - Overlap at 
continuing obstruction
21.1 - Returning to start,
21.2 - Penalties, 
21.3 - Backwards

15 – Acquiring right of way
16 – Right of way changing 
course
18 – Passing marks
19 - Passing obstructions
20 – ‘Room to Tack’

17 – Not above a proper 
course

18.4 – Inside boat gybing 
at a mark

14 – contact
22 – capsized boat 
(hindering)
23.1– boat racing when 
you are not (in course 
area)
23.2 – boats taking 
penalties or another legOther Rule

18.3 - Tacking in the Zone
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Pre-Start – Start - Luffing

Which boat is required to keep clear?

Is Blue entitled to mark-room?

01 PS 003 No Room at Start Mark

02 PS 003a Shutting Door at Start Mark

Which boat is required to keep clear?

Is Blue entitled to mark-room?

Is Green permitted to shut the door?

• Blue must keep clear – RRS 11.
• RRS 18 does not apply at a starting mark surrounded by 

navigable water – so no mark-room for Blue.
• A right-of-way boat that changes course must give 

room – RRS 16.
• A boat entitled to room cannot be forced to hit a mark.
• So Green may force Blue to go ‘the wrong side’ of the 

starting mark, but cannot force her to hit it.John Doerr © 2021



Pre-Start – Start - Luffing

Blue and Yellow. 
• Can Blue force Yellow to tack?

• No, Yellow will hit the mark.

Green and Red
• Can Green force Red to tack?

• Yes, provided Red can tack 
without breaking a rule.

Grey, Turquoise, Purple
• Can Grey force Turquoise to tack?

• Unlikely. Purple is not close enough to be forced to tack to keep clear.
• If Turquoise passes head to wind before Purple she will break RRS 13
• Grey cannot force Turquoise to break a rule as she must give room – a right of way boat changing course.

03 PS 002 3 situations Room at Start

Green, Grey and Blue do not pass head to wind.
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Pre-Start – Start - Luffing

Can a leeward boat force a windward boat 
over the starting line?

Yes, the starting line offers no protection.  A 
boat does not break a rule, unless this is a U 
Flag or Black flag start, by being over the 
line, she just has to return to start correctly.

Even if this is a U Flag or Black Flag start –
room only includes room to comply with the 
rules of Part 2 or rule 31. U flag (rule 30.3) 
and Black Flag (rule 30.4) are in Part 3.

03 PS 002 3 situations Room at Start

Green, Grey and Blue do not pass head to wind.
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Pre-Start – Start - Luffing

04 PS 004 Start into the Gap

Is Green allowed to sail into the gap?

Yes, but…….

Green must keep clear of Red.

When she established the overlap to leeward of Blue, 
Blue must keep clear, but Green must give her room to 
keep clear. Initially under RRS 15 – acquiring right of 
way, then under RRS 16 Right of Way altering course.

Green cannot force Blue to break a rule.

Unless Pink, Red or Blue established their overlaps on 
the boat to windward from clear astern, the are not 
required to return to their proper course when the 
starting signal goes [RRS 17] 

RRS 17 does require Green not to sail above her 
proper course, but her proper course is to keep clear 
of Red, the course she would sail in the absence of 
Blue. So, Green does not break a rule by being above 
close hauled after the starting signal.John Doerr © 2021



* Does a boat break a rule by making contact with the anchor line or a mark, including a boat that is 
a mark (such as a start boat)?

* Mark An object the sailing instructions require a boat to leave on a specified side, a race 
committee vessel surrounded by navigable water from which the starting or finishing line 
extends, and an object intentionally attached to the object or vessel. However, an anchor line is 
not part of the mark.

* An anchor line is not part of the mark, so a boat does not break RRS 31 by touching it. However, it 
is not seamanlike to touch an anchor line due to the risk of keel, centre-plate or rudder being 
caught. So, if you are forced to hit an anchor line by a boat luffing or when you are entitled to 
mark-room, then you have not been given the room (or mark-room) to which you are entitled.

Anchor lines on Marks
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* In the AC version of the RRS, there is a 2 
metre keep clear border around the boats. 

* GBR was astern and established overlap to 
windward.

* The borders crossed so GBR did not keep 
clear – rule 11

* GBR not entitled to mark-room, so not 
entitled to be exonerated.

* GBR did take a penalty by getting 50 metres 
clear astern, but still gained an advantage 
being on starboard when the boats next 
crossed so she ’earned’ a second penalty

Prada Cup – Ineos Penalty at the Start Race 5
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* There is no rule 13 (While Tacking) in the AC RRS. 
* Very soon after position 1, GBR passes head-to-wind 

and is required to keep clear by to rule 10 
Port/Starboard.

* ITA becomes the right-of-way boat. 
* ITA is pointing to pass the pin mark to starboard.
* ITA luffs to be passing the pin mark to port, so she is 

required by rule 16 to give GBR room to keep clear.
* If ITA had not changed course, GBR would keep 

clear (The umpire system will show this)
* From the moment ITA established a collision course 

(between the keep clear borders), the best option 
for GBR was to keep going on port.

* As GBR is now sailing within the room to which she 
is entitled, she is exonerated for any breach of rule 
10.

Prada Cup – Race 8 Start
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Yellow break
The rule

Blue break
The rule

No rule broken


